
Photographs – Walton Lodge (1960-1964) from Laurence Latham’s personal 

collection 

 

Corrections or additions will be welcome – please contact laurencevlatham@outlook.com.  
 

 

 

 
 

1 
 

Mr Armstrong, who taught French 

and drove a mini. 

 

Location: Between the swimming 
pool and 3rd Game pitch.  Part of 

the area set aside for boys’ gardens 

can be seen in the background 

right. 

 
 

2 
 
Mr Gordon* T Humby seated on his 

shooting stick with Mr J Phillips (?) 

standing, officiating at the high 

jump, Sports Day (1960?). 

 
* Always known as John by his family. 
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3 
 

Mr John Gould, who taught 

Scripture.  From the Somerset 

village of East Coker, he enjoyed 

sailing and named his boat 
Cokernut. 

 

Location: Adjacent to the swimming 

pool. 

 
 

4 
 

Mr Donald Beechey, who taught 

French, and Mr Robin Gwynn. 

 

Location: Close to the swimming 

pool, behind the sports pavilions. 

 

5 
 

Mark Molony. 
 

Location: Dinky Town. 



 

 
 

6 
 

Philip Payne. 

 

Location: Dinky Town. 

 
 

7 
 

Laurence Latham. 

 

Where did the remains of a bicycle 

come from and whoever is that 
lurking in the undergrowth? 

 

Location: Dinky Town. 

 
 

8 
 
Sports Day (1960).   

 

Competitors in the Obstacle Race. 



 
 

9 
 

The boy second from the right may 

possibly be David Strang. 

 
 

10 
 
Laurence Latham finishing second 

to Rowan McCormick – but was the 

balloon burst pin-assisted? 

 

Is that Matron standing directly 

behind the two balloons? 



 
 

11 
 

The height of my athletics career: 

as runner up in the 1960 Obstacle 

Race, I receive a box of dominoes 

from Mrs Holmes. 
 

Meanwhile the Headmaster, 

Mr L G Holmes, rather worryingly 

appears to be checking the race 

rules concerning pins. 

 

12 
 

This picture was taken purely for 
the general scene of a Walton 

Lodge Sports Day, with no record 

ever being noted of the subjects or 

date, although it is most likely that 

this was Saturday 22nd June 1963.   

Due to the quality of the print and 
the passing of more than half a 

century, it has not been possible to 

identify the participants with 

certainty.  However, the available 

evidence suggests the event to be 

the 220 yards for Middles (10 & 11 
year olds). 

The race was won by James Dean (pictured in third) with Robert Badman second (probably 

leading) and Gerald Baker (II) finishing third (currently second). 
 


